MGA Travel - Travel Insurance or Waiver Form
Gourmet Systems LLC dba Michael Graham & Associates “MGA Travel”
Travel insurance or protection provides a valuable benefit to protect you from the unexpected. We want to ensure that your travels are only filled
with happy and memorable experiences. For that reason we will need you to read and understand the insurance offers your advisor has quoted,
whether from the vendor or a third party such as Allianz.
Most travel companies, including cruise lines, resorts, tour companies, hotels, excursions and more have penalties for canceling. Often these
penalties can be 100% of the total trip cost nonrefundable. Of course no one plans on cancelling a trip when they book it, but things do come up
unexpectedly. Depending on your policy type, these penalties can be reimbursed to you for many covered reasons.
After you depart on the trip, this cancellation insurance converts into emergency medical, emergency evacuation, trip interruption, lost baggage
insurance and more, as shown in the quote.
We strongly recommend that you purchase travel insurance. If you choose to decline all offered protections, you assume any and all personal
and financial losses.

Travel Dates:

I,

hereby verify that I have reviewed
my travel itinerary for accuracy. I have been advised of all applicable fees if I decide to change my travel plans. I understand that discounted
fares and vacation packages may have restrictions and that changing any aspect of my travel may result in the payment of additional fees. I have
been offered travel insurance and understand if I choose NOT to purchase trip protection at this time, I may be able to purchase it until the final
payment is due, but any pre-existing medical conditions will not be covered. Please checkmark your choice and sign below:

Accept - I do wish to purchase travel protection and authorize my card to be charged today. I understand that
if I choose to cancel my trip for fear of incident, quarantine or trip interruption due to an epidemic or pandemic,
insurance policies will not cover such losses.
Decline - I do not wish to purchase travel protection. I waive all protection and any assistance for cancellation
or travel interruption. By declining travel insurance traveler(s) assume all personal and financial loss should they
cancel their trip within the penalty phase or suffer losses during the course of travel.

OTHER:
Requote - I want to pay more for a “cancel anytime” policy. Must be purchased within 14 days of deposit.
Tour Operator/Cruise Line Provided - I prefer to get the tour operator/cruise line insurance and I understand that
the coverage may not be as comprehensive.
Postpone - I wish to purchase the insurance at a later time. I understand that if I wait longer than 14 days from
deposit to get the travel insurance, there will be NO waiver of pre-existing conditions and other factors, including premium pricing or eligibility, could change. I will be responsible for requesting a new travel insurance quote
from MGA Travel when ready and in fact decline the insurance at this time.

Todays Date:

Troy
Tom

Your Agents Name:
Trip Name and Confirmation Number:

This waiver is required in order to receive your travel documents. Please complete this form and submit for our records.
This agreement also includes acknowledgement of receipt and acceptance of the Terms and Conditions and all supportive
documents, which can be found at the bottom of the mgatravel.com site (see links below). By declining travel insurance
traveler(s) assume all personal and financial loss should they cancel their trip within the penalty phase or suffer losses during
the course of travel. Please sign & complete the printed form and return to MGA Travel. You may mail it to 10764 Hwy 707 Ste 1,
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588, or print, scan & email to office@takethetrip.com or fax 843-215-5554.

Signature:

SUBMIT

PRINT FORM
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Lead Travelers Name:

